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ABSTRACT. A stalistioal nualyHis of tlio iVHultH of some prolimmary listening leBts 
on t.ho vaiiations of jiuigorneiit of different groups of liateiiers for iho subjective measure­
ment of atmosphei'ie noise 1ms been descrihod Tlio possible limits of error committed by 
u comparatively smaller siimjilo siko or grou}i of listonei'H us cotnjiared to that of a large group 
have been indicated and I'ompured with those obtained fiom tbooretical corisiderations. On 
the basis of these findings, a practical procedure to moefi the statistical requirement in 
omiiloying a small grouji of eight observers for the aotiml measurement of atmospheric noise 
by R subjoctivo motliod bke that of Thomas, bull suitably modified, for broadcasting services 
has boon discuBseii.
I N T K 0 T) U C T ] 0 N
III any experimental inveBtigation whore random events are encountered, a 
statistical approach has to be adopted for obtaining reliable results. Atmospheric 
noise, as is well known, constitutes one such random phenomenon and statistical 
methods have to be employed for its measurements. Usually, two methods of 
measurements are followed ■
The objective method in which noise voltage is observed in a meter or 
lecorded graphically or photographed from oscilloscope and the subjective one 
111 w'hiob the minimum signal to over-ride the annoying effect of atmospheric 
noise 18 assessed by listening to signals of different strengths mixed with noise. 
In the first method of measurements, statistical analysis of the observation is 
required to arrive at the median, higher decile and lower decile values of noise. 
In the second method also, reliability of assessment by individual listener or a 
group is required to be known from statistical considerations and any error reduced 
to a minimum
111 an earlier communication Ghosh and Mitra (1958) have discussed both 
the methods of measurements and presented the measured data on atmospheric 
noise at Delhi from 1955 onwards. Thomas method of measuring atmospheric 
noise has been suitably modified to suit the requirements of broadcasting and a
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statistical correlation established between the objective noise and subjective 
assessment of minimum signal required to suppress the noise. Adoption of the 
Thomas method for subjective evaluation of noise for broadcasting purposes 
katiirally. calls for statistical considerations of the range of errors incurred in 
■'tahing individual or group listening as the correct assessment of minimum 
satisfactory signal. We have employed 8 people whose collective judgement of 
this signal has been accepted as accurate enough for all practical purposes. Very 
elaborate statistical tests were conducted before this minimum number of people, 
required for the purjjose without incurring any significant error, 'was arrived at 
I t  is the purpose of this paper to determine the range of errors involved in the 
choice of siich a group of persons and to assess the reliability of such measurements. 
' Xt will be shown that even such a small group is adequate for giving fairly reliable 
resuJts on subjective assessment within the limits of experimental error
T H E O R E T I C A L  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S  
1 1 1  the series of tests to determine the size of the group whose collective judge- 
nient can be taken as a correct assessment of the minimum satisfactory signal, 
a number of recorded programmes modulating steady signals which were mixed 
with atmospheric noise in random proportions, were listened to by a large number
------ NOISE, (ti) plus signal mCELASL 1H d l  ABOVt TUE INITIAL LE.VLL.
Fig. 1. Shows the vanations of the percentage of satisfied listeners, S, for a group of 42 
persons against noise (n) puls signal-increases (B) in db. above the initial level.
of listeners in a group. Each recorded piece contained, therefore, a discrete value 
of signal to noise ratio and each listener was asked to record his opinion as either
satisfactory or unsatisfactory from the point of view of annoyance caused by 
the noise.
Here the limited number of listeners in a group represents a sample of 
the population or universe consisting of all the listeners to broadcast programmes 
The characteristic evaluated is the ‘estimate’ recorded by each individual as oitbeV 
‘satisfactory’ or 'unsatisfactory’ and is therefore finite and discontinuous. We 
have sought to determine statistically how, for a giveji value of S/N ratio, the 
estimates, random as they are, are distributed. Figure I shows the variation 
of percentage estimate fi witli signal increases over a given noise {n^S) for a total 
number of 42 listeners in one group This is a typical curve for ali such distribu- 
tioiLs where the number of listeners is fairly largo and represents a cumulative 
Gaussian distribution. The curve is of the form represented empirically by
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where 8 ”  % of listenei-satisfaction 
A, ac - constants
iC — Deviation in db from 50% satisfaction level
It may be noted that near the median value of (a+»S) the curve is very 
steep indicating that small variation in (n-|-jS) x r^oduces large changes in 8.
and (T (standard deviation) for a particular universe have fixed values. 
But if we consider samples ivithin the universe, the values of and o' may vary 
from samxile to samjile.
The distribution of X„i for such samples within the population will be normal. 
Wo may, therefore, use standard statistical tables for finding out the range of 
variation of I t  can be shown that if the sample consisi.B of N listeners and
the tests are repeated, then there is 95% chance that will lie m the range
1.90^ correct value. When is large, (e.g. 42) repeated listening,
1
tests will indicate that X ,^ for such samples will be very near the median value 
for the entire universe.
We have calculated this range of variations for X^ for different group sizes,
using the above criterion. The values of o' used for the computation of have 
been determined by the usual method of finding the mean and squaring the 
differences from the mean from curves (like figure 1) actually obtained by group 
listening experiments. The results are described in the next section.
S T A T I S T I O A I .  A N A L Y S I S
In  the first sample considered, total number of listeners was 42 and the variation
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of its B with was as shown in figure 1 Its standard deviation <r conies
out to be 4.1 and the range of variation of can be found from
2(7
( 2)
X,tt works out to be 1 -b db. If the sample size is iiici eased, will be further 
decreased.
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Fig. 2. ShowH the variations of 5 against (ii +  R) for a group of 38 persons.
Next we have considered a sample where iV^3S. Its <t comes out from figure 2
to be the same as above and X,„ equals J_- 1.3. The experimental results 
showing the variation of 8 are shown in figure 2 foi' this case and the curve 
is very similar to figure 1.
Thus, the above two experiments clearly indicate that for large number of 
listeners of the order of 30 or more, there is not much error involved in the median 
value of the signal to noise ratio. Our aim, however, is to determine the 
smallest size of the sample which could be utilised for practical purposes and 
at the same time the error in estimation by collective listening would not be 
appreciable. We have, therefore, reduced the size of the sample further and 
carried out similar analysis.
Figure 3 shows the variation of 8 where N ~23. Its er is 4.8 and its X^ is
±  2.0 db. Fig. 4 indicates the situation where JVr=18, itsc is 5. 3 and X^ is 
i  2.6 dbs. I t  would be noted from Fig. 4 that the curve has been steeper and 
slightly unstable. The border line judgement has become n^ore difficult and
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Fig. 3. «how« tljo vanationB of S against (u +  S) lor u gionp of 23 poreoiis
the v a ria tio n s  of 8 against (n +  S) for a  group of 18 persons for
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ono or two listenerB asseHSinf^  wrongly have eontribuiecl to the change in the 
shape ol the curve at the two ends. This point is illustrated more specifically 
l)y tin; two cui'ves plotted lu Fig. 4 corroRpoJiding to two independent listening 
tests, liut the significant feature to note is tliat the median valves for both the 
listening tests (when i\^  —IH) liav(i remained the same though the shapes of the 
twf) curves are slightly ditfoj cnt. To conduct each noise nicasurement subjectively 
by IcS people at a time is a ditticult task specially when one has to cairy out those 
incasui’ements at several hours during the day and oac'h time on several wave 
frequencies.
Dinger and Fame (1947) horn theoretical arguments hav(  ^ arrived at tliej 
fioncinsion that for a random idienomenon Idte atmospheric noise any method of 
ineasuremeut should be good enough il the resulis ai’c repeatable wdthm 30%. 
Thus if we allow 3 in 4 dh ei“ror ui the median values the smallest group size 
comes out to be about S, by equation (2), using the above value of c —5.3 for 
jV^lH lor this calculation Actually this value of rr should be slightly higher 
for lowering A —18 to
Let us now consider tlie situation Aidien only 8 persons arc employed lor the 
listening tests We have plotted such a curve for 8 from experimental results in 
figure 5 and the curve is fairly symmetrical about its median and is of the same 
tyiie as obtained for laigcr samples.
A50VL THE. INITIAI. LEVEL .
Fig- 5. Shows the variations of S against (u +  S)for a group of 8 jjorsons
(T for this curve is 5.(i about r>% hi^rhcr than Ihai for and about 35%
higher than that for iV—42 and X ,^ is -\ 4.3 dh Thus even from experimental 
observations, it is proved that when S people are employed for such listening 
tests, it is expected that there is 95% jn obability that the median of the satisfactory 
signal as assessed by this group of listeners will lie within a range of d' 4- to 5 db 
of the eoiToot median value for the universe. Jjj other woids, if wo can conduct 
each subjeetive measurement of atmospberic noise by employing 8 people and 
take their collecdive judgement as the measure I value of the minimum satisfactory 
signal, the maximum etror wm may incur null be about, 4 to 5 db.
D I  8 C U  S 8 T O N
We have showji that for subjective measurements ol noise by Thomas method 
when the annoyance tt> broadcasting programmes is considered, tlio collective 
judgement of 8 people would give a maxiinum error of tihe order of 4 to 5 db in 
the median value ol the minimum satisfactory signal as assessed by them. I t  
should be remembered that no such considerations apply to W/T signals W'^ here 
atmospheric noise is assessetl from reada])ihty of the signals. Personal eiTors 
ill estimaiion are thus minimised and may be within 1 or 2 db when experienced 
IJorsoiis are employed. Bui, when broadi*ast programmes consisting of music and 
talks are used, the assessment of a satisfactory signal in the presence of noise 
wdll have a subjective element that may vary from person to person and also 
on the type of programme used. Tn fact w hen 8 pcojile are employed, an incorrect 
assessment 1)a^ a single individual will cause a change in the percentage satisfaction 
by as nmch as 12,5%. Since those errors in estimation are distributed at random 
ai’.cordiiig to a normal law of error, theii' mean, median or average are the same. 
Collective judgement of S jjeople gives a permissible error in the median (or average) 
value of the miiiinmm satisfactory signal and therefore, all our subjective 
measuienients have been taken on this basis.
One may ask the question whether an error of 4 to 5 db in the average assess­
ment can be termed negligible. 7t may be romombered that the main object of 
the noise mcasiirements, as envisaged by ns, is in repect of its utilisation for 
broadcasting purposes. In planning a broailcasting service, wh", need to know' 
the signal strength laid down at the target area together wdth the atmospheric 
noise existing there. In the calculation of field strengths, an aconracy of 4 to 
5 db is indeed difficult to claim Similarly, if one iutends to obtain quantitative 
estimate of atmospheric noise itself from such subjective assessment, it has already 
been proved (Ghosh and Mitra—1958) from statistical correlation that a reduction 
of 40 dh will give the noise field. Here again the standard deviation is found to 
bo 0 rf6. Thus, an accuracy of 4 to 5 d/i in the assessment of minimum satis­
factory signal by a group of 8 persons should bo considered adequate for all 
practical purposes.
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Wo have simplified the problem, without losing further in accuracy in the 
following way. We know from our experience that at Delhi, noise does not 
(change appreciably from day to day at the same time on the same frequencies, 
except, of course, during local thunderstorms As we are interested in monthly 
and seasonal averages, it would be sufficient to take measurement by a single 
person and change him from day to day so that when the average figure for the 
month is considered, we have the assessment of a number of individuals. In our 
receiving centre at Delhi normally 8 to 10 engineei’s are in duty taking shift at 
various times of the day. Their individual assessments, when collectively analysed 
over a month, represent throe to four group listening tests of 8 persons in a 
group. I t  is reasonable therefoi'c to consider that the range of error is not likely\ 
to exceed 4 to 5 dh, on the other hand, may even be le.ss. \
The statistical correlation (Ghosh and Mitra 1958) between subjective assess- \ 
mont and objective measurements of noise taken simultaneously is another proof 
of the reliability of our method of measurement These two sets of measurements 
are absolutely indcpondeiit of each other, even then the figure 40 dh (rr=fi dh) 
has been found to he the most probable value of llie protection needed for a 
satisfactory signal in the presence of atniosjihere noise. Had there been greater 
variability in the assessment by a group of 8 persons, one would not expeid. a 
statistically significant protection ratio with a small standard dcviatiom
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